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Why the BD-5 was created

By James R. Bode,

The BD-5 is the first of a new breed of aircraft It was designed to fulfill a need that actually 
has never been adequately filled by any aircraft since airplanes first Flew. The BD-5 has 
been designed specifically to be an aircraft that can be owned and operated by an 
individual and to be used efficiently and economically as a sport flying aircraft It is not just an 
airplane that is capable of flying, something that a pilot can at least get up in the air and fly 
around the pattern. There have been many airplanes designed and bullwhich can 
accomplish this goal

The problem, with just being able to fly. is that the pilot/ owner soon gets bored with the 
meager performance and complete lack of utility. Although these airplanes of the past could 
at least fly, were basically of simple design and had initial cost and operating cost 
considerably lower than any high preformance aircraft. the expense of flying was still 
relatively high compared to other forms of transportation or other sporting vehicles. Flying 
just simply was expensive . . . even in its simplest form

The BD-5 was created to meet the requirement that nearly every pilot wanted First, it had to be 
inexpensive to buy. Somewhere around the cost of an automobile, or less, if possible Second it 
had to be inexpensive to maintain and operate. Third. it had to have performance both fit speed 
and in strength Fourth, it should be attractive with a simple and functional cockpit.

We have believed, for a long time, that this dream was technically possible. The state of the art of 
aerodynamics of structure and of mass production indicated to us that a proper combination of 
fundamental design characteristics could be compounded to produce the product we have all 
wanted The BD-5 truly does become the first aircraft that can he purchased by any individual 
capable of affording an automobile The cost of operation is equal or better than that of at) 
automobile, thus the two major design objectives have been met.

Just how fast and now good the flight performance of the aircraft is just in creases its desirability 
if the BD-5 could only go 150 miles per hour this still would be fine We knew if the design could 
be, developed to permit 200 miles Der hour that would be considerably better if with larger 
engines we Would get into the middle 200 mile per hour range this would be spectacular

Obviously, if we could go over 300 miles oat hour while still meeting our first two objectives. this 
would be still better 'Unfortunately the state of the art of aerodynamics is not that good yet But, 
we did not have. *to settle for the pro World War 11 days performance figures Witt) the. 
extremely clean. smooth aerodynamic styling incorporated on the BD-5 we do obtain 200 miles. 
plus speeds

The strength of the aircraft must never be below a safe minimum Anything stronger means that it 
can be safer and capable of withstanding aerobatic maneuvers. Here is another area where we 
were able to exceed the normally acceptable levels. The BD-5 structurally ally is considerably 
stronger than most available light aircraft It is a solid, strong, tough little. aircraft.

In creating the BD-5 design. we kept a constant watchful eye on pleasing styling of the entire 
aircraft T he obvious outcome, if as a designer tries to develop a good looking airplane. is he 
finds that the feature. that produces good looks and high style is exactly the same feature that 
produces good, low drag aerodynamics. Beauty is therefore, good aerodynamics

A fixed landing gear is nor the most beautiful thing to look at Struts. skin taps. bulging windows 
and protruding exhaust pipe-, are ugly features and ugly aerodynamics Therefore our final 
objective of the BD-5 was practically automatically met by meeting the original basic objectives. 
The BD-5 has been designed for you. It is a pilot S airplane. If you are a professional   pilot with 
thousands of hours. yet) will just love the snappy smooth flying qualities of the BD-5 If you are 
just a week end private pilot. YOU Will love the BD-5 exactly One same If you are a student pilot, 
or someone who has yet to learn to fly but has always had that burning desire, the BD-5 will 
produce enjoyment that almost is impossible for you now to comprehend When your flight 
training days are completed and you can step into a BD-5 your flame of flying enjoyment will 
build and burn ever) stronger You will begin to experence what very few pilots have before the 
coming of the BD-5. To a pilot, perhaps the BD-5 could be called a love machine



Origin of the BD-5

The BD-5 concept first originated in 1967, following the engineering data obtained by the 
company on its long range, highly efficient BD-2 aircraft. The BD-2 is a one of a kind, 
specially designed aircraft capable of extremely long range flight. It has this capability due 
to the extremely efficient aerodynamic design. This design concept permits the aircraft to 
have an especially high lift to drag ratio, resulting in excellent range and endurance. The 
aircraft utilizes a relatively high aspect ratio wing. This is to say, the ratio of the span to the 
chord is quite large. This feature makes the BD-2 look like a sailplane and it has been 
sometimes nicknamed a powered sailplane.

All sailplanes need efficient aerodynamics to stay aloft in thermals and rising wave 
currents. In recent years, efficient aerodynamics have been improved as the state of the art 
advanced appreciably in the development of high performance sailplanes. The same 
aerodynamic properties used in high performance sailplanes are adaptable to general 
aviation type aircraft. It is this efficient aerodynamics that were incorporated in the BD-2 
that has permitted it to obtain three world records: 1. Maximum distance in a closed circuit 
for the weight category; 2. Maximum distance in a closed circuit for any propeller driven 
airplane (it broke a record set by a B29 in 1947); 3. Maximum solo flight without refueling 
(a total time of over 70 hours).

It was found in flight testing the BD-2 that not only could the aircraft obtain very good miles 
per gallon cruise condition, but that it could fly on a relatively small amount of horsepower. 
For example, the BD-2 with 100 gallons aboard and a gross weight of about 3000 
pounds, can fly at 20,000 feet and with a true airspeed of 135 miles per hour. The engine 
is turning at 1700 rpms with 71/2 inches of manifold pressure, resulting in only 21 
horsepower output. 

It was from this we realized we could develop an extremely small airplane, very light, but 
possessing very efficient aerodynamic concepts. This would then result in the very minimum 
power to fly.

With this approach, it was possible to look at power plants that were not the ordinary heavy, 
expensive aircraft engines. The first approach was to look at engine sizes of under 20 
horsepower but it was discovered that these engines, although low in cost, did not possess the 
quality and reliability we would like for an aircraft engine. After extensive research and study, 
we discovered a new series of light twin cylinder, two cycle engines which not only gave more 
than adequate power at the minimum weight, but were extremely well built and with proper 
modification would provide all the reliability we would expect from an aircraft engine.

As the BD-5 project grew, we found we could develop two models with the same efficient 
aerodynamic properties. One with the long high aspect ratio wing for very efficient flight, and 
another with an ordinary size wing, not as efficient in miles per gallon or range, but capable of 
higher speeds.

It is from this that the BD-5A with the standard aspect ratio came about and the BD-5B with high 
aspect ratio wing similar in sailplane appearance was developed- The BD-5 represents the 
very best in clean efficient aerodynamics that the modern sailplane has demonstrated in recent 
years. It combines this with sound, solid, high quality aircraft structural methods of fabrication, 
resulting in an extremely tough, strong airframe powered by the new breed of light weight, low 
cost, extremely well built, compact engines. This design approach has produced the truly 
remarkable concept of the BD-5.
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